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You are faced with an assailant who is bigger and
clearly stronger than you are. You try to verbally
de-escalate the conflict, but there is no question
that he intends to harm you. You know that you
can’t beat him in a match of strength, yet you have
no means of escape.
What would you do?
Common “wisdom” suggests that you — a smaller
woman — don’t really have a fighting chance, right?
Wrong! Remember, it’s not the size of the woman in
the fight; it’s the size of the fight in the woman! In a
situation like this, you must discard those antiquated
notions of what women can’t do and start focusing
on what’s right in front of you: vital targets.
Vital targets are the areas of your assailant’s
anatomy that are most vulnerable and susceptible
to overwhelming pain and injury: eyes, nose, throat,
groin and knees. Exploiting these sensitive areas is the
best way to ensure that you have a fighting chance
against a larger assailant. Why mess around with less
devastating targets when striking one of these just
might save your life?
The beauty of vital targets is that it doesn’t matter

if a guy is built like Mr. Universe — his eyes, nose,
throat, groin and knees are just as fragile as those of
someone half his size. If you can effectively attack
any of these vital targets while defending yourself,
you’ll be amazed at how quickly the “playing field”
gets evened out.
To use vital targets effectively, you must do the
following:
1. Identify the areas ahead of time and understand
the probable effect of attacking them.
2. Know which self-defense techniques or tools will
be most effective.
3. Strike with 100 percent commitment and continue
to fight until there is no longer a threat.
Fighting spirit and a willingness to remain committed to the battle are both crucial if a woman is to
prevail against a larger assailant. When you strike vital
targets, hit hard and make each blow count. Don’t
hold back! These techniques are most devastating
when applied at full strength. Dig deep to harness
your strong attitude and practice your solid strikes
and techniques as realistically as possible to make
yourself a force to be reckoned with!
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TARGET: Eyes
TOOLS: Fingers
EFFECT: Temporary blindness
and intense pain
There are few areas on the body
more sensitive than the eyes. Remember how distracting and painful it was
the last time you got an eyelash or grain
of dirt in your eye? Now multiply that
by 100 to get an idea of what your assailant will be feeling when you thrust
your fingers into his eyes. If you are
able to connect, a solid eye strike can
be devastating. However, even if you
don’t make contact with his eye, just
the action of having fingers coming
toward his eyes will very likely cause
your assailant to flinch and pull away,
allowing you to either escape or strike
him with an even more damaging blow.
TIPS: Effective from both standing
and ground positions, the eye strike is
perhaps the most useful and versatile
technique around. Anyone can use it —
from a child to a grandma! To protect
your fingers during this strike, keep
them bunched together like a beak, use
your thumb as the weapon or open your
hand like a claw and scratch downward
from the eyebrows. Stay away from the
two-finger Three Stooges eye poke — it’s
not very strong and you are more likely
to hurt your fingers this way.
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To protect your fingers during
an eye strike, bunch them
together like a beak (1), open
your hand like a claw (2) or
attack with your thumb (3).
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If the attacker is on
top of you, quickly
“claw” your hands
(1) and dig your
nails into his eyes
(2), raking in and
downward with all
your strength so as
to trigger his selfprotection reflex
and get his hands
off your body.
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TARGET: Groin
1
TOOLS: Open palm or hammer
fist, knee or foot
EFFECT: Intense to incapacitating pain
Even a glancing blow to the groin
can stun an attacker. However, if the
move is not devastating, you will
likely need to be ready to follow up
with more strikes. A powerful strike
to the groin has stopped many assaults instantly. Common reactions
to hard contact include doubling
over, dropping to one or both knees,
coughing/gasping for air and vomiting. These reactions will provide
the opportunity for you to escape.
That being said, it’s important to
remember that most men have been
protecting their “family jewels” since
they were little boys, so the target is
not always readily available at first.
TIPS: An excellent way to ensure that you can reach this debilitating
target is to distract the assailant with another technique before you
go for the groin. Police defensive-tactics instructor Missy O’Linn
suggests that women become “eye, nose and throat specialists” first,
then follow up with the groin attack. Striking the groin with your
knee is the most effective tool, but it’s important to step in close
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to get up and under the testicles for maximum effect. If you are
grabbed from behind and your arms are pinned at your sides, bend
your knees slightly and drop your weight, move your hips out of
the way to reveal his groin, then reach back with an open palm or
hammerfist and grab or strike the testicles. If he is standing above
you or kneeling while you are on the ground, you also can kick
toward his groin with your feet.
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In a situation in which
an assailant has grabbed
your wrists (1), close the
space between you and
the assailant and drive
your knee up into his
groin (2). As he doubles
over and instinctively
clutches at the impacted
area (3), use your freed
hands to guide his
head downward as
you drive your knee
upward into his nose
(4) for a powerful strike
combination.
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If you are grabbed from
behind (1), bend your knees
slightly and drop your weight,
moving your hips out of the
way to reveal his groin
(2). Reach back with
an open palm and
aggressively grab
the testicles (3) or
strike them with a
hammerfist.
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Groin kicks from the ground can be executed when the attacker is
above you (1A, 2A) or approaching from ground level (1B, 2B).
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TARGET: Groin and nose (combo)
TOOLS: Palm/fist, elbow and foot
EFFECT: Bleeding, intense pain, stunning
TIPS: All these targets and techniques can be mixed for added
impact and pain infliction. The object is to slow down the
assailant using his inherently vulnerable points and create a
window of opportunity to get away.
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If an attacker has you pinned on your
stomach (1), you can position your leg (2)
to get the attacker off of you (3) by using
the natural strength of your hips as a pivot
point. With your freed hand (4), grab (4A)
or strike (4B) his groin. If you execute a
hammer strike (4B), do it full force with a
closed fist. If you grab (4A), squeeze and
twist — do as much damage as you can
quickly. While he is distracted by the pain
of the groin attack, you can prep (5) and
execute (5A) an elbow strike to his nose
and follow up with a knee to the groin (6).
From that point, you can continue your
body movement into a kicking position and
deliver a final blow to his nose (7). As he falls
back with pain in two extremely sensitive
areas, you can make your escape.
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JIM WAGNER’S
REALITY-BASED PERSONAL PROTECTION: Women’s Survival

by Jim Wagner
Detective Joanna Clark will demonstrate police- and military-based hit-and-escape tactics,
ground escapes, basic weapons training and how to diffuse potentially dangerous situations
that could lead to sexual assault. (Approx. 44 min.)
DVD Code 9179 — Retail $29.95
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ULTIMATE CONDITIONING

by Scott Sonnon
Improve strength and endurance for hard-hitting moves in a variety
of martial arts styles!
Volume 1 (Approx. 50 min.) DVD Code 9749 — Retail $29.95
Volume 2 (Approx. 52 min.) DVD Code 9759 — Retail $29.95
Volume 3 (Approx. 49 min.) DVD Code 9769 — Retail $29.95

CONDITIONING TRAINING
FOR MARTIAL ARTISTS

by Robert Ferguson
Robert Ferguson demonstrates a total-body
workout, which emphasizes the abdominals;
endurance and cardiovascular training; arms for
upper-body toning and conditioning; and legs for
training and flexibility of movement
(Approx. 30 min.)
DVD Code 1099 — Retail $29.95

CARDIO WORKOUTS FOR MARTIAL ARTISTS

by Stephanie Cheeva
European kickboxing champion Stephanie Cheeva shares her martial arts
experience and cardio workout expertise to give you a challenging, fun and
safe workout.
Volume 1 (Approx. 60 min.) DVD Code 8199 — Retail $29.95
Volume 2 (Approx. 59 min.) DVD Code 8209 — Retail $29.95

SEANE CORN: YOGA FROM THE HEART

by Seane Corn
Heal yourself – and the world – through yoga. Filmed live at the Annual Yoga Journal
San Francisco Conference, Yoga From the Heart is an unrehearsed 90-minute class
that captures the charisma and soul of one of yoga’s great instructors.
DVD Code 65006 — Retail $16.99
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